New On DVD & Blu-Ray

The Judge Big city lawyer Hank Palmer (Robert Downey Jr.) returns to his
childhood home where his estranged father, the town's judge (Robert Duvall),
is suspected of murder. He sets out to discover the truth and along the way
reconnects with the family he walked away from years before. Warner
Justice League Throne of Atlantis Darkness, mystery, legend - these are the
whispers that echo through time regarding Atlantis. A kingdom long since
forgotten to surface dwellers, it is here that a hidden empire teeters on the
brink of war. When a military submarine traversing this remote domain is
attacked, Cyborg plunges to the murky depths to investigate the wreckage.
What he encounters is a threat powerful enough to rally together the newly
formed Justice League. Meanwhile, thousands of feet above the ocean floor
wanders the lone drifter Arthur Curry, a man with strange powers who may be
the last chance to bridge the ancient Atlantean world and our own. Join
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and the rest of the Justice League as they
face off against Orm, otherworldly weapons and perilous odds. It's an all-new,
epic chapter from the DC Universe in which mankind's only hope from the
darkness rests upon the guiding light of a man Aquaman! Warner
Episodes Season 3 With his ailing show facing cancellation and his star fading
fast, Matt's desperately looking for a way to renew his fortune. As if that
weren't enough, he's also juggling a custody battle, a stalker and a badly
timed DUI. As Pucks! creators Sean and Beverly try to salvage their strained
marriage, the fate of their show hangs in the balance. Paramount/CBS
House of Lies Season 3 In season 3 of this hilarious send-up of corporate
America, it's now anyone's game and anyone's guess as to who'll come out on
top. When cutthroat management consultant Marty Kaan (Academy Award
and Emmy nominee Don Cheadle) starts his own firm, Jeannie (co-star Kristen
Bell) gets a promotion at Galweather & Stearn. Clyde and Monica try out a
new work situation, while Doug and Sarah consider their future together. But
when things don't go as smoothly as planned, relationships are tested and
allegiances are questioned. Paramount
Once Upon a Time in Shanghai Ma (Philip Ng) dreams of making a life in
Shanghai without using his fists. But when he befriends the Boss of a rival
gang (Andy On), he must fight for honor or lose everything - including his
neighbor (Sammo Hung) and his love (Michelle Hu). Well Go
The Pirates On the eve of the founding of the Joseon Dynasty, an
unprecedented robbery shocks the nation-in-waiting: a whale has swallowed
the Emperor's Royal Seal, and a bounty placed on its retrieval. Now, every
infamous gang of thieves, thugs, pirates, and government agents take to the
seas, battling the elements, creatures of the deep, and each other to possess
the mother of all rewards. Well Go
Open Windows An action-packed world of voyeurism and suspense in his
thriller. When Nick (Elijah Wood, Maniac, The Lord of the Rings) discovers that
he's won a dinner date with his favorite actress, Jill Goddard he's incredibly
excited to finally get the chance to meet her. But when Jill refuses to honor
the contest all of Nick's hopes are dashed, until Chord, a man claiming to be
Jill's campaign manager, offers him something he can't quite refuse: Chord will
give Nick the ability to secretly view Jill via computer. Nick is initially reluctant,
but is finally persuaded and begins watching the unknowing star on her
webcam, unaware that this decision will put both himself and Jill at risk.
Cinedigm
Lucy Starring Morgan Freeman comes an action-thriller about a woman
accidentally caught in a dark deal who turns the tables on her captors. Altered
by a dangerous new drug allowing her to use 100% of her brain capacity, Lucy
transforms into a merciless warrior evolved beyond human logic. Universal
The Demon's Rook Chaos descends upon a quiet town when Roscoe, the
pupil of a wizard monk from an ancient race of demons, unknowingly opens a
portal that allows an unspeakable evil to travel freely into our world. When
three grisly beasts cross into our dimension, the living are possessed and the
dead rise to destroy everything in their path. Armed with demons magic,
Roscoe is the only fighting chance to put an end to their eternal path of
destruction. An ode to the DIY creature-feature classics of the 1980s, The
Demon's Rook is a gut-flinging monster mash (Dread Central) that you won t
soon forget. Cinedigm
Starred Up Nineteen-year-old Eric (Jack O'Connell, star of Unbroken), arrogant
and ultra-violent, is prematurely transferred to the same adult prison facility as
his estranged father (Ben Mendelsohn, The Dark Knight Rises). As his explosive
temper quickly finds him enemies in both prison authorities and fellow
inmates - and his already volatile relationship with his father is pushed past
breaking point - Eric is approached by a volunteer psychotherapist (Rupert
Friend, Homeland), who runs an anger management group for prisoners. Torn
between gang politics, prison corruption, and a glimmer of something better,
Eric finds himself in a fight for his own life, unsure if his own father is there to
protect him or join in punishing him. Written by prison system therapist
Jonathan Asser, Starred Up is a merciless, uncompromising portrayal of a
dehumanizing life behind bars, and the most accomplished film of David
Mackenzie's career; as father and son, Mendelsohn and O'Connell give
extraordinary performances, charting a path that resembles Greek tragedy.
Cinedigm
The Lookalike Drug lord William Spinks has a curious obsession with Sadie
Hill, and uses family friends Bobby and Frank (John Corbett and Jerry
O'Connell) to get to her. But when Sadie's death jeopardizes a major deal,
Bobby and Frank set out to find a replacement - a lookalike - to fool Spinks.
This dubious plan propels an ex-basketball champion, a deaf beauty (Scottie
Thompson), an addict (Justin Long), and an aspiring actress (Gillian Jacobs)
into an unlikely romance and a desperate quest to start over. Well Go

